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The United Nations
Environmental Council

International Territories, New York, United States
Graduation project - Nominated for Archiprix 2012
Individual project

In my graduation year I wanted to finish my
studies with a project that was both relevant to
the times we live in and my personal interests,
Modernism, to me, is the last true style with a philosophy based on progress and innovation. I initiated the project called “The United Nations Environmental Council” which became a standard
graduation project at the Technical University of
Delft.
The design for the new build expresses the UN’s
new intentions of playing a key role in addressing environmental issues worldwide. The world
desperately needs an authority that can set the
international community on the right track towards a sustainable existence in symbiosis with
nature. The United Nations is the most appropriate organization to show the leadership necessary to tackle environmental issues internationally and prevent the demise of our natural living
environment. With its status and global network,
the UN is capable of establishing its authority on
matters of the environment. The aims of past climate conferences have fallen short because
the paths leading there were not given the form
they needed.
The New Role accorded the UN can be seen as
a knowledge generator that enables knowledge
transfer between the business world, politics and
the public. The UN has to gather that knowledge from high-profile sustainable enterprises
and propagate it through political and other
channels. It must inspire the public and implant
its most successful initiatives in the structures of
society. By facilitating social and intellectual exchange within the context of the extraterritorial
area, New York and the world, the design will
contribute to the UN’s new role. The transparent
UN complex changed into a fortress following the
September 11 attacks. Its public nature ceded to
an inhospitable, chaotic picture with nothing at
all of its erstwhile lucid composition. This has impacted on the organization’s image.

Plan view on International Territories with the Environmental Council
the new gateway at 47th street and FDR Esplanade

Chaotic views

Destroying volumes
Border International Territories
Raising the Plateau, Solving problems Restoring old Philosophies

Public Hallway and Sustainable Businesses Shopping centre

This design brings back its unity by concentrating all activities within a continuous space where
personal meetings between staff and the exchange of knowledge can take place more
naturally. It also frees space round the extraterritorial area for Manhattan’s real estate market.
Even the park has forfeited its public duty and
has fences all around it. This has removed every
connection with the philosophy behind the original idea: a composition of volumes atop a platform rising above the New York grid.

1946 Battle between the Niemeyer (32) / Le Corbusier (23) Scheme composition
Cross Section through public Hallway, Shopping Hall and the Envirronmental Offices
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Grand ideas projected by ‘The Board of Design
of 1946’ such as a public esplanade along the
water and an imposing entrance promenade on
47th Street failed to materialize. Cutbacks in expenditure prevented the composition from being completed. This project seeks ways to resolve
these historical developments and events. Thus,
for example, the ‘Missing Link’, Manhattan’s only
inaccessible stretch of waterfront, is made accessible round the UN Headquarters by re- routing Franklin D. Roosevelt Drive. This creates an
esplanade and razes the barrier that FDR Drive
currently presents to the East River.
The composition of the existing complex. The
philosophy espoused by the architects of the
original ensemble, amongst whom Le Corbusier
and Oscar Niemeyer, is respected in the project,
so that the iconographic power of the present
complex is reinforced. This also serves to symbolize the importance of the programme housed in
the new build, where climate is the primary concern.
Right up to the moment when the last drawing
for the UN Headquarters left the drawing board,
discussion raged over whether the design should
adhere to the grid of Manhattan or to climate
conditions. The new plan for premises for the Environmental Program gives a new lease of life to
that discussion by targeting climate flows of sun
and wind in the locality. This approach is informed
in part by the enlargement in recent decades
of the UN’s office component in the cavities of
the Manhattan grid, depriving the complex of its
physical and visual unity.
The design consists of a mixed-use building where
UN delegates, prominent businesspeople and
the public can meet; a slab to house the Environmental Offices where all information is gathered,
structured and worked up into policy; and lastly
the ‘Environmental Council’ for the organization
of that name, which is connected to the Environmental Offices and where the political voices of
all nations can be heard.
The design of The Council and the exhibition
space surrounding it steps off from the path
traced by the sun across the earth. The building
is in alignment with the sun’s position in the sky on
the equinox, thereby emphasizing the round of
the seasons, a symbol of change.

The Heart, The Environmental Council, surrounded by the Library, core of knowledge
The expo spaces that follow the sun’s path

Night time ventilation that causes daytime cooling with the use of Phase Change Materials
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Office Floor 1
Scale 1 : 500

-HVAC mechanical space - facade climate system connection
-U - Beam for floor assembly
-HEA 350 Beam
-Isolation and frame assembling panel
-Isolating matte opacity glass with dark film
-Assembly profile for Vertical Blind element
-Glas fibre reinforced Vertical Blind element

Facade/Floor Detail 2
Scale 1 : 5

-Vertical blind element assembling extrusion
lower Horizontal Blind
-20 mm Glass fibre reinforced concrete
-Polystyrene formwork
-Assembling frame horizontale Blind element
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Office Floor 1
Scale 1 : 500

SKVR Headquarters
Journey through the Arts

Witte de Wit straat, Rotterdam, The Netherlands
Master project 2010 - Winning Project
Individual project

The design brings the program of the Art Foundation which granted the assignment together
with the urban context of Rotterdam. The design
visualizes the outbreak and lack of boundaries of
artistic thought (Program), not to be maintained
within the grid (Context). The facade characterizes the timid way of representation of the arts by
an individual, by being closed for those without
interest whom stand far away. For them with interest the facade opens up when approaching
the building
Assignment
A building for the Foundation of the Arts Rotterdam. A collection of spaces in which all artistic
genres are practiced by all ages and classes . A
good way to represent the image of the foundation towards the city was the aim
Program and Context
The building volume is shaped to fit into the street
scenery of Rotterdam, its terrace shaped volume
is on its highest on the corner. This high ending
refers to the high rise center of Rotterdam, while
the other corners adjust to the building heights
that boarder the building.
The Route
The Route, gives a glimpse of activity going on
inside. On the way from a commercial space towards the other commercial space, the terrace
restaurant on the top floor, customers and future
customers will be introduced to the SKVR.
Acting Audience
The dressing rooms and storage spaces off all activities are in the basement, so people who have
to get changed into their costumes or overall will
go through the building in there outfit. In this way
they will play a role in the SKVR Experience and
it will higher the actors self esteem. People will
walk through the exposition space with their own
creations and materials. These activities that surround the arts will inspire clients and future clients

Ministry of Water

The new Royal Palace
Petrusschaal, Biesbosch, The Netherlands
Master project 2010
Individual Project

Design the new Royal Palace of the Netherlands,
the future King’s image and the Dutch mentality.
Location was not known. A design that honours
our tradition in managing the the waters was an
obvious choice. I chose the river Delta for my design.
This design is the visual connection between two
important characteristics of water: strength and
purification. The horizontal volume is a water purification factory, that connects the forces and
abilities of nature with the technology and needs
of mankind. The glass volume houses the palace
that is connected to the factory and fulfills a symbiotic role with the water purification installation
that is housed within the factory.
Focus points of design
De Biesbosch (‘forest of sedges’) is one of the
largest national parks of the Netherlands and
one of the last freshwater tide areas in Europe
The Biesbosch is its capable to purify water that
is coming from the connected rivers. The water,
once collected in the natural water basin, will be
purified biologically and is just one processing
step away from drinking water.
The Design provides the last step and connects
this natural ability with the powerful movements
of the river de Nieuwe Merwede, together with
the advantages of open space in the face of
worlds most powerful energy source, the sun
Water is used to protect and control the inner climate and fulfills its role in the facade.
In winter it warms up the cold air, in summer it
cools down the hot air heated by the sun in the
facade as well as the incoming outside air that is
heated by the roof’s factory. Before the warm air
enters the building it is heated by the radiation
that comes off the heated concrete mass, it is
water that cools the air down naturally, before it
enters the facade. The Climate control is adjustable per room and thus divided in compartments

Conclusion

Energy for 27000 families
Equals 108.000 people

Consumer

Clean drinkwater for 333.000 families
equals 1.33 Milion people

Power supply per Household
(4 personen ) 9000 kwh / year

Evaluation

239.5 Milion kwh / year

Translation

Water use per Household
(4 persons) 190.000 L /year

10.5 Milion kwh / year

Profit : 2000 Liter Drinkwater /
second

Profit 250 Milion kwh / year

Profit : 2000 Liter Drinkwater / second
Power Use : 10.5 Milion kwh / year

Perpendicular to the direction of the current

Saltwater distillation possibilities
Transformation

Memstill Waterpurification Installation
Energy Use: 0.02 MW / 10.000 L Drinkwater

Reactie Turbines
28 MW

Capacity
2m3/m2/second

150 M

Shortest distance between River and Basin

2000 L/second

500 M

Bottleneck

150 M

Location
Nieuwe Merwede
5000 M3 / s

Basin
27.4 Liter Water

Solar Radiation

Cooling Water (End of Process)

Production Heat

Solar Heated Water

Removal of existing current blockers (Ribs)
Warmte Energie uit Zuiveringsproces

Heat recovery

Waste water

WATERZUIVERINGSINSTALATIE

Warmth for purification process

Heat recovery

Waste water

WATER SOURCE

WINTER

SUMMER

Consumer

Smoothing and reinforcing the waterboarder

Radiation Heat
for Distilation Process
Consumer

Drinking Water

Energy of Turbines
Sun radiation Heat for destilation process
THE PURIFICATION PROCESS

Replacement of current blockers (Ribs) by design

WATER SOURCE

ELECTRICITY GENERATOR

The River Merwede
Water Power

Hot water flowing through radiator
comes from distilationprocess

Naturaly Purified Water
Water Bassin

The Boathouse
Living outside inside
Location, Rotterdam, The Netherlands
Bachelor project 2008 - Winning project
Individual Project

A wooden summer house with a boathouse for
a working couple who came to visit the TU Delft
and asked for the possibillity of a design for their
Holiday House. The lot is located on an island in
the lake “Bergsche plassen” in Rotterdam, only
reachable by boat
Summery of Design
The boathouse and summer house are integrated in one continuous structure that blocks viewing lines towards the neighboring lots and opens
up towards the South. The house has a free floor
plan with a function core that divides the space
in two. The complete glass facade can slide aside
to create an open air living room protected from
the sun by the overhanging cassette structure.

A

When the nights are hot, panels with mosquito
nets and a wooden raster protects the couple
against unwanted guests
Storage
Storage space is intergrated into the 50 cm thick
cassette structure, in the wall and floors. in thisFloorplan
way a clean space can be maintained
Skylight
9 Cassettes in the roof are kept open. 2 of the
cassettes provide the bathroom of daylight and
7 of them give a glimpse of the universe when
going to bed at night

Longitudinal Section A

tail 4

Cross Section A

Bevestegingshaken met verstelschroeven

Prefab Inzet element

Afdeklatje

Houten kozijn

Ebbenhouten Kolom

Detail 5

Detail 6

Ending the Block
working and living at the Park
Location, Leiden, Netherlands
Bachelors project 2008
Individual Project

A house for a working couple living in New Leyden with an inhouse office. Living at the edge of
the new housing blocks bordering the park
The lot is located on the corner of the building
block at the south side, the possibility occurred to
block most of the visual relation with the neighbors. Instead the facade has opened up to the
more spacious and green park side.
Light, space and view are key features in this design. A continuous staircase divides the space in
two equal parts without blocking the spaciousness of the complete floor
Fading Facade
Because of the continuous line in the facade the
interior organization is shown. Privacy and views
are dictated by this continuous line.
Openness
The south facade is fully open towards the park.
In summer the complete glass facade can be
put aside to create open air living and working
spaces with the comforts of the interior
Windows and Sunshutters
When the summers are hot, the glass sliding windows can be opened and the sun shutters can
be closed so the heat of the sun won’t enter the
house directly.
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Conference centre for the African Union
Conference centre - under construction
Libreville, Gabon
WORK AC - NEW YORK - 2012-2013

Surface area:		

20.000 m2 (215.000 sqft.)

Site:				

Cité de la démocratie

Client : 			

Government of Gabon

Project Architect:		

Dan Wood/Amale Andraos

Competition Team size 5
Project Team size		

35

Award/Prize: 		

First Prize / Commission

Status: 			

Under Construction

Phase/Role			SD/DD/CD/Arch. Designer
Being part of such a team from the moment of
the beginning of the competition in May 2012
until recently sending out the last construction
documents has been a tremendous opportunity
for me to get familiar with all phases of design
in such a small timeframe. Experience with managing, communication, visualization and design
transformation due to realization has made me
aware of the complexity and opportunities of the
design process
Work ac has a strong design proces that is feeded with the use of Models. All design processes
and design isseus are solved by the use of Physical Model. The first model shown on this page
was the competition model, build by me, as well
as the Exterior and Interior Models on the next
page, which I have supervised.
Project Description
The L’Assemblée Radieuse organizes a vast program of conference, assembly and dining facilities around three carved courtyards – each
representing one of Gabon’s rich and diverse
ecosystems. The 320-foot-diameter building will
have inward-tilting facades (making it a frustum—the base of a cone) and a raked roof that
allows views up from the city, below to the courtyard-gardens, and towards the rooftop reflecting
pool – taking the elliptical form of the auditorium
below. The roof becomes the dominant elevation, seen from some vantage points. Surrounding the circle are an inner wall of light gold-colored aluminum and an outer wall of fixed African
limestone louvers. Between the two facades, a
shaded walkway rings the building, the Philosophers Path. The structure’s interior contains a
1,000-seat auditorium and three smaller theaters.
Each of those is linked to a garden that represents one of Gabon’s ecosystems.

Redesign for the National Mall

Restaurant/Landscape design - invited competition
National Mall, Washington DC
WORK AC - NEW YORK - 2012

Surface area:		

3000 sq.ft.

Site:				National Mall-Main
				Monument
Date:				2012
Client : 			

Trust for the National Mall

Competition Team size

5

Status: 			

Competition

Phases/Role		

SD/Architectural Designer

The design for ‘Sylvan Restaurant’ during the
Washington Mall Competition in 2012 was my
first project at WORKac. Working on the Competition together with Diana Balmori (Balmori Associates), under Dan Wood and Amale Andraos on
a competiton to reshape one of America’s most
Important Icons has been spectacular. We gave
shape to the restaurants programmatic layout in
such a way that it creates a continuos program,
and integrating it with the public space that the
landscape provided. Being fully involved with
the programmatic design and visualization of the
project in the form of a physical Model has been
tremendous for me
Project Description
The “Sylvan Restaurant” is set within a new grove
of trees at the west edge of the grass bowl and
represents a new type of integration of architecture and landscape. Its narrow sinuous bands
(reminiscent of the curvilinear paths through the
picturesque landscape) settle into the slopes,
and stack to accommodate the different programs while weaving in and out of trees, creating three interior courtyards. The roof is a publicly-accessible spiral that supports a bounteous
herb and vegetable garden for the restaurant,
Each level of the building is seamlessly connected both internally and externally, through
the publicly-accessible courtyards and rooftop.
Within every level, the building’s functions intertwine with each other.

Kate Spade Saturday Concept Store
Concept Store/Retail design - completed
Tokyo, Japan
WORK AC - NEW YORK - 2012

Project: 			

Kate Spade

				Concept store, Tokyo
Project Type:		

Retail-Flagship store

Client : 			

Kate Spade

Status: 			

Completed

Phases/Role		

SD/DD/Arch. Designer

Being in close contact with a client like Kate
Spade and being given the opportunity to
develop an Architectural concept that stands
close to the Brand’s vision was our goal.
Being able to realize this within a short timeframe has been a great experience to me.
The comprehensive scale of retail and transformation of a digital concept into a physical
one was an interesting experience and development. The ‘Kate Spade Saturday Concept Store’ in Tokyo, was soon followed by
the Brand’s Flagship store.
Project Description
The stores are physical versions of saturday.
com, using the same colours and product
groups. In-store iPads show online content
specific to nearby displays, including marketing messages, videos, style suggestions and
user-generated images pulled from Facebook and Twitter in real time. Other social elements to the physical stores include the ‘Saturday Is...’ wall, where customers write what
Saturday means to them. The Instaprint wall
has two instant cameras, which customers
can use before pinning up the resulting Polaroid-style photos. Personalization is also being used to appeal to a younger market. Instore, customers can use iMacs to customise
plain canvas bags; the service is also offered
online. New products are launched each
Saturday, in-store and online, to encourage
customers to return. There are currently four
stores in Japan.

Building for the Blue Lake

Congress/Leisure center - under construction
Location, Leiden, Netherlands
MVSA - AMSTERDAM - 2011
Surface area:		

Ca. 3,840 m² gfa.

Site:				

Loon op Zand, Holland

Date:				2011 - 2014
Client : 			

Experience-Island

				‘t Blauwe Meer
Project Architect:		

Roberto Meyer

Project Team size		

2

Status: 			

under construction

Phases/Role		

SD/DD/Junior Architect

After Graduation I returned to MVSA to work
on an extraordinary project in close contact
with an interesting client. Together with Roberto Meyer and the client we developed a
flexible program that can host and provide
services for intimate friend groups on one
day and Large business conferences on the
next day. Together with Roberto Meyer I gave
shape to the program. the Yacht and Shipping industry was a huge inspiration for the
design
Project Description
Two event buildings: main pavilion with 4 multifunctional exhibition and congress rooms fully supported with catering facilities. Ca. 3,840
m² gfa. Field building containing supporting
functions. Ca. 780m² gfa.
Experience-Island ‘t Blauwe Meer is the largest outdoor event complex in the Benelux.
Located on a 50 hectare site on the outskirts
of Tilburg, the site contains two beautiful lakes
with white sandy beaches surrounded by
dense forests and off road tracks. The current
facilities have diverse functions spread over
a number of buildings on the site. The concept of this design is to combine the facilities
into two buildings, which will bring clarity and
order to this spectacular site. The main pavilion floats over the threshold of the lake and
the white sandy beach maximises the spectacular setting. The organic shaped building
contains four multifunctional rooms. Catering
for a variety of functions such as conference,
presentations, dinners and parties

New Babylon

Residential/Commercial/Office building - build
Den Hague, The Netherlands
MVSA - AMSTERDAM - 2004
Surface area:		

130.000 m2, 335 Apartments

				

and a Hotel with 143 Rooms

Site:				Bezuiden-houtseweg, The Hague
Date:				2003 – 2012
Client : 			

Babylon Den Haag (SNS Property )

Awards:			

International High-rise Award 2012 - Nominee

Project Architect:		

Roberto Meyer / Jeroen van Schooten

Phase/Role			Intern

During and after college, I worked in the
Modelshop of MVSA and on several projects.
In this period, MVSA was designing one of the
most important highrise buildings, New Babylon, located in the Netherlands. Through models and drawings, the reuse of the old Babylon building was given new live, at an early
stage of the design process I helped develop
and build necesarry models
Project Description
In 2003 MVSA Meyer en Van Schooten Architecten were commissioned to design the renovation and extension of Babylon, a mixed
development of offices, shops, restaurants
and a cinema adjacent to The Hague’s Central Station. From the entrances on each of
the building’s four sides, wide, light-filled passageways guide the public through the complex, creating an attractive route between
Anna van Buerenplein and the Malieveld.
The upper levels are occupied by offices and
a conference centre while the two towers, respectively 100 and 140 metres high, contain
335 upmarket owner-occupied and rental
apartments. The old Babylon building, which
has been renovated and retains its hotel and
office space function, has been ‘embraced’
by the new construction. This is clearly visible
on the corner of Koningin Julianaplein, where
a new wing was built over the top of the old
hotel.

